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ThoughtCo uses cookies to offer you a great user experience. By using ThoughtCo, you agree to our use of cookies. University applications vary from university to university, and each university and university has slightly different criteria for determining which students to admit. However, the list below should give you a good sense of the
admission factors considered by most schools. Rigour of high school history: Have you done challenging and accelerated classes, or have you made your schedule with gym and Ace easy? In almost all schools and universities, a strong academic record is the most important part of your application. Advanced placement, international
baccalaureate, honours and dual enrollment classes play an important role in the admission process. Class range: How do you compare to your classmates? Don't worry if your school doesn't rank students: Schools only use this information when they're available. Also note that your high school counselor can put your rank in context if,
for example, your class had an unusual number of extremely strong students. Academic GPA: Are your grades high enough to indicate that you will succeed at university? Realising that schools are likely to recaliculate their GPA is their school uses weighted grades, and universities are often more interested in their grades in core
academic subjects. Standardized test scores: How did you act in the SAT or ACT? Do your general or subject tests reveal particular strengths or weaknesses? Note that a good SAT score or a good ACT score isn't necessary everywhere – there are hundreds of schools that have optional test admission. Recommendation: What do your
teachers, coaches and other mentors say about you? Letters of recommendation can play a significant role in the admissions process because they give the university a different perspective on its achievements. Good recommendation charters usually address academic and non-academic issues. App Essay: Is Your Essay Well Written?
Does it present you as a person who will make a good citizen of the campus? Almost all selective schools have holistic admissions, and the essay is a place where you can really make your personality and passions set your application apart from other applicants. Interview: If you met with a university representative, how personable and
articulate were you? Does your character promise you? Have you demonstrated your sincere interest in school by asking concrete and meaningful questions? Have you had blunt answers to common interview questions? After-school activities: Are you involved with non-academic clubs and organizations? You have a wide variety of
interests that suggest you have a well-established personality There are dozens of options for extracurricular activities, but the best activities are those where leadership and achievements can be demonstrated. Talent/ability: Is there an area where you really excel, like music or athletics? Students with a truly remarkable talent often be
admitted even when other application components are not as strong as it might be. Personal character/qualities: Do the pieces on your app paint a picture of someone who is mature, interesting and big-hearted? Note that schools are not only looking for smart and fulfilled applicants. They want to enroll students who will enrich the campus
community significantly. First generation: Did your parents go to college? This factor is not usually heavily weighted, but some schools try to target first-generation college students. Alumni/ae relationship: Are you a legacy applicant? Having a relative who attended the same school can help a little, as it is in the university's interest to build
a family's loyalty. Geographical residence: Where are you from? Most schools want geographic diversity within their student body. As an example, a Montana student might have an advantage over a Massachusetts student when applied to an East Coast Ivy League school. State residence: This is usually a factor only for public
universities. Sometimes, state applicants will receive preference because state funding for the school is designated for students in that state. Religious affiliation/engagement: Your faith may be a factor for some schools that have a religious affiliation. Racial/ethnic status: Most schools believe that a diverse student body leads to a better
educational experience for all students. Affirmative action has proven to be a controversial policy, but you'll find that it often plays a role in the admissions process. Volunteering: Have you generously given your time? Voluntary work speaks to the question of the previous character. Work experience: Schools like to see applicants with
work experience. Even if your job was on a fast food board, it can show that you have a strong work ethic and good time management skills. Applicant's level of interest: not all schools keep track of an applicant's interest, but in many schools the proven interest plays a role in the admissions process. Colleges want to accept students who
are eager to attend. Attending briefings, open houses and campus visits can help show your interest, as well as well-crafted complementary essays that are truly specific to a particular school. This course teaches the R programming language in the context of statistical data and statistical analysis in life sciences. We will learn the basics
of statistical inference in order to understand and calculate p values and trust intervals, analyzing data with R code. Implementation. Problem sets requiring R programming will be used to test understanding and the ability to implement basic data analysis. We will use visualization techniques to explore new data sets and determine the
most appropriate approach. We will describe robust statistical techniques as alternatives when the data does not assumptions required by standard approaches. By using R scripts to analyze data, you will learn the basics of conducting reproducible research. Given the diversity in the educational field of our students we have divided the
course materials into seven parts. You can do the whole series or individual courses that interest you. If you are a statisticians you should consider skipping the first two or three courses, similarly, if you are a biologist you should consider skipping some of the introductory biology conferences. Note that statistics and programming aspects
of the class increase in difficulties relatively quickly across the first three courses. Let's start with simple calculations and descriptive statistics. Advanced statistical concepts such as hierarchical models and the fourth advanced knowledge of software engineering, such as parallel computing and reproducible research concepts, will be
taught for the third year. These courses form two Professional Certificates and self-announced: Data Analysis for Life Sciences: Genomic Data Analysis: This class was supported in part by the NIH R25GM114818 grant. Random variables Distribution inference: p values and confidence intervals Analysis of exploratory data Non-
parametric statistics Receive a certificate signed by the instructor with the logo of the institution to verify their achievement and increase their job prospectsAdd the certificate on their CV or resume, or posting it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete courseEdX, a nonprofit, relies on verified certificates to help
fund free education for everyone globally HarvardX requires people who sign up for their edX courses to comply with the terms of the edX honor code. HarvardX will take appropriate corrective action in response to violations of the edX honor code, which may include dismissal from the HarvardX course; revocation of certificates received
for the HarvardX course; or other remedies as a guarantee of circumstances. No refunds will be issued in the event of corrective actions for these violations. Enrollees who take HarvardX courses as part of another program will also be governed by the academic policies of these programs. HarvardX Nondiscrimination/Anti-Harassment
Statement Harvard University and HarvardX have promised to maintain a safe and healthy educational and work environment in which no community member is excluded from participating, denies the benefits of, or subjected to discrimination or harassment in our program. All members of the HarvardX community are expected to comply
with Harvard's policies on non-discrimination, including sexual harassment, and the EDX Terms of Service. If you have any questions or queries, please contact us harvardx@harvard.edu and/or report your experience using the edX contact form. HarvardX Research Statement HarvardX pursues the science of learning. By registering as
an online apprentice in an hx course, you will also participate in learning research. Learning. our research statement for more information. More.
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